Associate Professor Trevor Cullen - Publications

**Book chapters**


**Peer-reviewed journal articles**


**Peer-reviewed conference papers**


Research papers at International health and media conferences


Cullen, T. (2013). The accuracy of health information: challenges and opportunities. Paper delivered at the International Association for Media and Communication Research (IAMCR) conference, Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland, 26th June.

Cullen, T. (2012). Health reporting: is it enough to provide content without a context? Peer Reviewed paper presented at the International Asia Media and Communication Conference, Concord Hotel, Kuala Lumpur, 12th July.


Research papers at national journalism and health conferences

Cullen, T, (2013). Views from news editors in Western Australia about what skills and attributes journalism graduates need in the digital newsroom. Talk presented at the annual Journalism Education Association of Australia conference, Mooloolaba, Queensland, 4th December.


Cullen, T. (2012). Is it time to review and rewrite what Australian universities promote as selling points to journalism students? Paper delivered at the Australian Journalism Education Association conference, Deakin University, Melbourne, 3rd December.


**International workshops on reporting HIV**


Cullen, T. (2011) *Reporting HIV: Obstacles and challenges.* One day United Nations sponsored workshop conducted for international journalists attending the 10th International AIDS Congress for Asia and the Pacific, Busan, South Korea, 29 August.


Sharing research on teaching and health at public lectures /seminars


Cullen, T. (2012). Reporting health in Asia: Talk presented to postgraduate students in the School of Television and Journalism at the Communication University of China, Beijing, China. 21st June.

Cullen, T. (2012). Practice-led research: Talk presented to staff in the School of Communications at Auckland University of Technology, Auckland, New Zealand. 24th May.

Cullen, T. (2012) Working with the Media. Talk presented to students in the School of Population Health at the University of Western Australia, Perth, 19th April.


Cullen, T. (2011) Working with the Media. Public seminar for health science students at University of Western Australia, 14 April.


Cullen, T. (2010). Global health: HIV in the Media. A public lecture delivered at the Global Health Short Course, University of Western Australia, Perth, 31 August

Cullen, T, (2010). Organizing professional placements: are they really worth all the effort? A public lecture delivered at Edith Cowan Research Week, ECU, 17th August.


